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JAMES RETALLACK (ed.), Imperial Germany 1871–1918, The Short
Oxford History of Germany (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2008),
xv + 328 pp. ISBN 978 0 19 920488 5. £50.00

Does Imperial Germany resemble the Titanic? In some ways, accord-
ing to James Retallack. Both were brought down by an event external
to them, but which they could have prevented if they had really
wanted to. That they did not avert the catastrophe was the result of
dramatic miscalculations on the part of the actors involved. These, in
turn, point back to specific conditions that were typical of both the
Titanic and Imperial Germany: social structures, cultural tensions,
and political hierarchies which meant that it was hardly possible to
observe reality adequately.

Retallack uses the comparison with the Titanic to open the final
essay in this edited volume, which is well worth reading. He thus
adopts the same procedure as his eleven co-authors, each of whom
develops their theme out of a vignette. Retallack expertly sums up
each of the contributions in a sentence (pp. 268–9). The argument of
the book is that the sharpening of internal conflicts which ended in
dilemmas giving rise to unforeseeable paradoxes was specific to
Imperial Germany. As visibility deteriorated on the bridge, discus-
sion increased: about the course, who should take the helm, and the
telescope. According to Retallack, the full scope of these discussions
(actors, topics, structures, and the culture of discussion) must, of
course, be taken seriously and they must be related to each other. In
contrast to earlier publications in which Retallack encouraged indi-
viduals to undertake their own research with the aim of creating
many Wilhelmine Germanys, he now concentrates on integration,
but without reducing it to a simple concept. The last sentence of the
book reads: ‘A transitional epoch, when Germans were exploring
how best to reconcile tradition and change . . . an era when tensions
and conflict had many possible outcomes . . . an object worthy of
study in its own right’ (p. 274). 

Retallack’s co-authors do not make it easy for their editor. All
established experts on Imperial Germany, most of them working at
North American or British universities (Angelika Schaser is the only
author represented in the volume who was educated in Germany,
works in Germany, and has published predominantly in German),
they draw on their own primary research and a close reading of the
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German- and English-language research. While they observe the
guide lines laid down in the introduction (introductory example,
treat ment of the themes of change, bourgeoisie and state, internal
conflicts, and the modernity of Imperial Germany), the quality of
most of the essays is so high that the editor has to work hard to sum
up their findings in the conclusion.

Mark Hewitson contrasts Thomas Mann’s Königliche Hoheit with
Heinrich Mann’s Der Untertan to introduce his survey of Wilhelmine
Germany, discussing political structures and political decisions with-
in the field of tension generated by these two images of society.
Hewitson regards Imperial Germany’s capacity for survival as very
high. He sees the reforms introduced as late as October 1918 as evi-
dence of its adaptability, and the shadow which Imperial Germany
cast on the Weimar Republic points to the attractiveness of this
model for the Germans. For Hewitson, the strength of Imperial Ger -
many lies in the fact that the Germans could have both Mann broth-
ers at the same time: a national Machtstaat and a village Heimat; bour-
geois self-government and aristocratic, imperial splendour. ‘Playing
with scales’ (p. 6), invoked by Retallack in the introduction, is both
the research strategy of historians, and the identification strategy of
contemporaries.

Thomas Kühne begins with the disagreements within the Catholic
Centre Party before the Landtag elections of 1908 in the suburbs of
Cologne on the right bank of the Rhine, and is more sceptical. He
identifies three ‘paths towards democracy’ (p. 191) which the Ger -
mans trod after 1900: (1) ‘the increasing trend to go to the polls and
vote’, (2) ‘a grass-roots political movement, which increasingly de -
manded and favoured parliamentary candidates who shared the
local ties or social background of their voters’, and (3) ‘the fascination
with the politics of togetherness’. In Kühne’s view, the first and sec-
ond trends worked against each other. The rapid democratization of
the franchise prevented the full professionalization of parliament.
While the third trend could potentially bridge the tensions between
the first two, Kühne doubts whether the images of an external enemy
and harmonizing internal political models associated with ‘together-
ness’ could have stabilized Imperial Germany and taken it down the
path leading towards Western democracy.

Christopher Clark, who starts by cutting down a linden tree plant-
ed to commemorate Luther’s birthday in Affaltrach in the state of
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Württemberg (not in person, but Clark can create the impression that
he was there while simultaneously providing a distanced analysis),
does not want to link the religious conflicts too closely with the
decline of Imperial Germany or the rise of National Socialism. The
processes of conflict and integration between Prot estants, Jews, and
Catholics which, at local and regional level, were highly dynamic and
interconnected with each other in different ways, he suggests, would
have advanced rather than impeded political participation, the or -
gani zation of civil society, the development of the welfare state, and
women’s emancipation. While the scars of the Kulturkampf were still
visible in the 1930s, according to Clark they blocked the rise of the
Nazi Party rather than promoted it. On the whole, he suggests in con-
clusion, ‘playing with scales’ in the area of religion will have to reach
from Affaltrach to the European level be fore an adequate assessment
can be made.

In this volume we can hurry through Bismarck’s Germany with
Katharine Anne Lerman; observe economic and especially social
developments with Brett Fairbairn; have cultural institutions, works
of art, art movements, and the cultural establishment presented by
Celia Applegate; and allow Edward Ross Dickinson to cast new light
on reform efforts. Angelika Schaser analyses ‘gendered Germany’ (p.
128), while Sebastian Conrad introduces the theme of ‘Transnational
Germany’ (p. 219). Roger Chickering’s presentation of militarism and
radical nationalism is as polished as Jeffrey Verhey’s discussion of
the First World War and the 1918 revolution. At the end of the vol-
ume we find an extensive and useful annotated bibliography, a
chronological overview, an index, and three maps, which, apart from
confirming Thomas Nipperday’s thesis that the basic colour of his -
tory is grey, are not especially helpful.

All in all, this book is useful, informative, and entertaining in
equal measure. It provides an introduction to the history of Imperial
Germany and presents it in all its complexity without trying to sum
it up conclusively. In his concluding essay, Retallack refers hopeful-
ly to the internet, which, he suggests, is opening up completely new
perspectives for researching pictorial sources in particular. He
describes future fields of work derived from the logic of research,
sources which have not yet been fully utilized, and the need for inter-
national comparison. ‘Looking Forward’ is an appropriate title for
this final chapter. The Titanic surprisingly sank on its maiden voyage.
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Imperial Germany, too, had only one chance, and it ended violently
in world war and revolution. The historiography of Imperial
Germany manages without any violent deaths. And it can start again
at any time. As a national history it came to an end in the 1990s. To
write it anew from a non-national perspective, in terms of both sub-
ject and authors, is the challenge.

EWALD FRIE is Professor of Modern History at the University of
Tübingen. His publications include Das Schokoladenproblem: Die Ver fas -
sung von Nordrhein-Westfalen, jungen Menschen erzählt (2009); Das
Deutsche Kaiserreich (2004); and Friedrich August Ludwig von der Mar -
witz 1777–1837: Biographien eines Preußen (2001).


